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The Aspen Vista MultiPost Therapy Collar is designed 
to address the symptoms associated with cervical 
conditions such as Forward Head Carriage ("Text Neck"). 
Unnatural head positions can shift the cervical spine 
out of alignment, leading to radiculopathy, neuropathy 
and cervicogenic pain. If left untreated, the unbalanced 
loading of the cervical spine can lead to permanent 
deterioration of discs, vertebrae, ligaments and muscles. 
This device actively influences posture and a more natural 
alignment to aid in the treatment of these disorders.

Active Influence from the Comfort of Home

Aspen Active Influence Braces are Designed 
to Promote a More Natural Alignment
Aspen’s Active Influence line of braces are specifically designed to help patients suffering from chronic postural 
conditions. These innovative braces provide postural support with the goal of reducing symptoms1 caused by an 
unbalanced body position. Aspen Active Influence braces also work to encourage symmetrical spinal loading, 
prompting a more natural center of gravity and a restoration of normal proprioception.

1. Fabio Zaina, Martina Poggio, Sabrina Donzelli, and Stefano Negrini. “Can Bracing Help Adults with Chronic Back Pain and Scoliosis? Short-Term Results from a Pilot Study.”  
Prosthetics and Orthotics International. 2018.
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The Aspen Advantage Symbol
An Innovative Feature Available only from Aspen

Aspen Vista® MultiPost Therapy Collar - Code L0180 Approved 984250

Aspen Vista® MultiPost Therapy Collar Replacement Pad Set 984252

Aspen Vista® MultiPost Therapy Collar Replacement Chin Pad 984255

Aspen Vista® MultiPost Therapy Collar Replacement Therapy Pack 984257

One Size Adjustable
Patented sizing system offers 
six height adjustment settings to 
easily accommodate a wide range 
of anatomies, allowing for easy 
adjustments on the patient. 

One-Time Adjustment
Once the Locking Strap on the 
left side is adjusted to the correct 
position, the patient can easily 
achieve the proper tightness and 
positioning when the collar is 
reapplied at home.

Integrated Air Pump 
Easily accessible, the air pump and 
pressure release valve allow patients to 
quickly achieve the level of compression 
that works best for them.
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Treating Forward Head Carriage
The collar applies gentle pressure to the chin in the front 
and to the mid cervical region in the back to counteract the 
unnatural forces caused by Forward Head Carriage. Worn 
in the privacy of one’s home, this unique device is designed 
with the goal to help relieve cervicogenic headaches, 
radiculopathy and reduce pain.

Targeted Therapy
The Aspen Therapy Pack  
delivers hot/cold therapy 
to reduce inflammation 
and spasm. Moving its 
location inside the back 
panel focuses the targeted 
compression where desired.
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Active Influence 
Compression
This device provides 
therapeutic support to 
actively influence a more 
natural curve in the neck. 
Activating the NEWmatix™ 
System bladder can aid in 
healing and help reduce 
symptoms by taking stress 
off the vertebra, discs  
and nerves.


